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A B S T R A C T

Purpose: This work examines the dosimetric performance of two algorithms creating a corrected CBCT
(corrCBCT) and a virtual CT (vCT) implemented in a commercial treatment planning system.
Methods: 60 patients distributed across all patient groups treated with curative intent at Vejle Hospital (breast,
lung, prostate and anal/rectal cancer) were selected for the present study. Clinical treatment plans were
recalculated on corrCBCT and vCT, as well as a reference CT (refCT) acquired as close in time to the CBCT
image as possible. Recalculated doses were compared using gamma analysis, as well as by comparing D98%,
D50%, and D2% for all delineated targets and organs at risk.
Results: High dosimetric accuracy is demonstrated on both the corrCBCT and vCT. Gamma 2%∕2mm pass rates
>98% were found for all patients except two outliers still having >93% pass rates. Equivalence of all evaluated
dose metrics within ±1Gy was observed for all patient groups, while the pelvic patients additionally showed
equivalence for all metrics within ±1% of the refCT dose. For the thoracic patients, equivalence within ±2.5%
was established for all metrics except median dose to the ipsilateral lung, calculated on corrCBCT for the breast
patient group.
Conclusion: The corrCBCT and vCT images are shown in excellent dosimetric agreement with refCT images,
and show high potential for future use for streamlined adaptive radiotherapy workflows.
1. Introduction

Pre-treatment Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) images
are routinely used for daily verification and correction of the patient
treatment position prior to delivery of a radiotherapy treatment frac-
tion. When anatomical changes of a certain severity is observed on
these images, an adaptive radiotherapy (ART) workflow will often be
initiated [1,2]. The first step of the ART workflow is to determine if
the observed changes are sufficient to require treatment plan adapta-
tion. This can be estimated in various ways, and if the pre-treatment
CBCT images can be used for direct dose calculation, it is easy to
assess the dosimetric consequences of the observed anatomical changes.
Unfortunately, clinical CBCT image quality is degraded from artefacts,
arising from scattered radiation [3–5], detector lag/ghosting [6], beam
hardening [7] and several other effects [8]. Therefore, additional CT
scanning of the patient is often required to determine if treatment
plan adaptation is indicated, causing additional patient discomfort and
possibly delaying the actual adaptation of the treatment plan.

∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Oncology, Vejle Hospital, University Hospital of Southern Denmark, Beriderbakken 4, Vejle, DK-7100, Denmark.
E-mail address: rune.slot.thing@rsyd.dk (R.S. Thing).

Several methods have been proposed to allow dose to be calculated
directly on the CBCT images acquired for image guided radiotherapy
(IGRT) on conventional linacs. These methods range from site- or
patient specific CBCT calibration [9–12], deformable image registration
(DIR) of the planning CT to the daily CBCT [13–15], bulk density
override of tissues in the CBCT image [16], physics-based artefact
corrections [17], histogram matching [18] and deep learning meth-
ods [19–21]. A comprehensive review of the different approaches
and associated dose calculation accuracy was recently published by
Giacometti et al. [22]. While many methods have demonstrated high
accuracy for dose calculations, a widespread adoption of such methods
for routine ART is not yet observed.

In recent years, dedicated treatment machines for online plan
adaptation have emerged. These are either based on MRI [23–25],
CBCT [26,27] or megavoltage CT [28] images, and the key differ-
ence between offline and online ART seems to be in the integration
of the treatment plan evaluation, recalculation and adaptation with
the treatment delivery system. The online adaptive process obviously
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Table 1
CT acquisition protocols used on the Siemens Somatom Definition AS scanner. CARE
Dose 4D is the automatic exposure control system on the Siemens scanner [33]. All lung
patients were scanned using phase-binned 4D CT, with the Anzai Respiratory Gating
Load cell system for respiratory monitoring (Anzai Medical Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan).

Site kVp mAs Slice thickness [mm] Pitch [mm]

Breast 120 CARE Dose 4D 0.6 1.2
Lung 120 40 per revolution 0.6 0.09
Pelvis 120 CARE Dose 4D 0.6 0.6

requires more time to complete than delivery of a regular treatment
fraction on a conventional linac, and the therapeutic gain of online ART
remains to be established for various patient groups [29]. While highly
moveable and deformable targets may indeed benefit from online ART
on a dedicated machine, anatomical changes that remain stable for
hours or days may be treated sufficiently accurate with offline ART.
The key benefit of offline ART is that it does not increase the treatment
delivery time, which allows clinics to retain a high patient throughput.
Furthermore, offline ART can be realized on conventional linacs if the
pre-treatment CBCT images can be used for plan recalculation and
adaptation.

This work evaluates the dosimetric performance of two algorithms
for post-processing of clinical CBCT images, implemented in a commer-
cial treatment planning system (TPS), and applied to CBCT images of
patients in all groups treated with curative intent at Vejle Hospital.
The algorithms are independent of specific calibrations of the CBCT
images before or during acquisition, and designed to work across CBCT
acquisition systems.

2. Methods

2.1. Patient groups and clinical imaging

60 patients were identified, who had all consented to their imaging
and treatment plan data being used for development of new treatment
strategies (Region of Southern Denmark study number 19/4307). 40
patients were distributed with 10 patients in each group of patients
treated with curative intent at Vejle Hospital: breast, lung, prostate
and anal/rectal cancer. These patients all had their clinical treatment
plans optimized on conventional CT-images acquired on a Siemens
Somatom Definition AS CT VA48A (Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Erlan-
gen, Germany) with 2.5mm reconstructed slice thickness. CT protocol
etails are provided in Table 1. An additional 20 patients treated in
n MR-only workflow were included, 10 prostate and 10 anal/rectal
atients. Treatment plans for these patients were optimized on MR-
erived synthetic CTs (MRCAT Pelvis; RTgo v4.0) [30–32], acquired on
Philips Ingenia MR-RT scanner with 1.15mm slice thickness (Philips
edical Systems, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Dose prescriptions for

ll 60 patients are listed in Table 2.
To minimize anatomical differences between CT and CBCT images

sed for dose calculation, priority was given to patients who had
eceived a rescanning CT (rCT) (𝑛 = 21, see Table 2 for distribution
mong patient groups.). For these patients, CBCT images from the same
ay as the rCT were extracted. For the remaining 39 patients, the
irst fraction CBCT was used, after ensuring that no major anatomical
hanges had occurred between pCT and first fraction CBCT acquisition.
ll CBCT images were acquired using the Elekta XVI r5.0.4 system

Elekta Ltd., Crawley, UK). An overview of the used CBCT scanning
rotocols is provided in Table 3. All CBCT images were exported to
ICOM in full clinical resolution (1×1×1mm3) in the treated position,
sing an in-house built Matlab function.

The clinical CBCT to CT match was performed according to our
linical guidelines. Breast patients were soft tissue matched on the de-
ineated targets, retracted from the surface of the patient. Lung patients
158

ere soft tissue matched to a single match target, while other targets
have larger PTV-margins to account for the increased uncertainty in
daily positioning. Prostate patients were matched on gold seeds in the
prostate, and anal/rectal patients were matched on bony anatomy in
the pelvis. All patient corrections to the treatment position were applied
as translations only.

2.2. Treatment plan recalculation

Clinical treatment plans were optimized in RayStation version 6A,
8A or 10B (RaySearch Laboratories AB, Stockholm, Sweden), with treat-
ments delivered on beam matched Elekta Synergy, Infinity or VersaHD
linacs (Elekta Ltd., Crawley, UK). Nine breast patients were treated with
3D-conformal technique using a mix of 6 and 18MV photon beams,
while the remaining 51 patients were treated with 6MV volumetric arc
therapy (VMAT). The prescribed dose ranged from 1.8Gy to 2.67Gy per
fraction for all patients with the majority receiving 2Gy per fraction.
Plan recalculation was performed in a research build of RayStation
(version 10.1.110.51), and dose was calculated using Collapsed Cone
version 5.4 in RayStation. Dose grid resolution for all plans was 2.5 ×
2.5 × 2.5mm3.

From the clinical CT and CBCT images, three different image sets
were created for dose calculation: A corrected CBCT (corrCBCT), a
virtual CT (vCT), and a reference CT (refCT). All image sets were
created from clinical images in the research version of RayStation. All
DIRs described in the following were created with the ANACONDA
algorithm [36], using a resolution of 5×5×5mm3 and a so-called Focus
ROI retracted 3 cm from the edge of the CBCT field-of-view (FOV) to
avoid edge effects in the DIR. Examples of the same slice of a patients
pCT, clinical CBCT, corrCBCT and vCT images are shown in Fig. 1.

A schematic overview of the processing involved in the creation
of each image set is shown in Fig. 2. Clinical CBCT images were
imported manually into the TPS, and all following steps were scripted
to demonstrate that the process can be automated, as well as to ensure
reproducible image creation and plan evaluation. Script run time,
including DIR, image generation of corrCBCT and vCT, dose calcula-
tion, and export of evaluation doses to file, was less than 3 min for
each patient. In particular, generation of the corrCBCT and vCT was
completed in around 10 s per image.

2.3. Corrected CBCT (corrCBCT)

The corrCBCT images are created through an iterative two-step pro-
cess, where the planning CT (pCT) is first aligned to the CBCT anatomy
using DIR. A scan-specific calibration of the CBCT image intensities is
then achieved from a two dimensional histogram by identifying peak
intensities corresponding to same-type tissues found in the CBCT and
pCT. This calibration results in a piecewise linear conversion function
applied to the CBCT grey values to make the CBCT values similar to
the pCT HU.

The conversion function allows quantitative comparison of the
CBCT and pCT images. The difference between the images is used to
estimate an artefact correction map for the CBCT focusing on low fre-
quency variations found in the CBCT image, but not present in the pCT.
The image difference is masked to avoid residual anatomical differences
from influencing the correction. The image conversion and artefact
correction steps are iteratively performed, where the improvement of
one step improves the other, until convergence. For the subsequent dose
calculation, the corrCBCT uses the same HU to density curve as the pCT
image.

In case the patient anatomy extends beyond the CBCT FOV, image
information from the deformed pCT can be stitched to the corrCBCT
images outside the CBCT FOV. An example of this stitching is shown in
Fig. 1(c).

The algorithm creating the corrCBCT is a further development of
the method first described in Thummerer et al. [37] as the Analytical

image-based correction method.
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Table 2
Characteristics of dose and fractionation for all patients in the present study. LN denotes Lymph Node
targets. Treatments were prescribed according to Danish national guidelines, if not stated otherwise in the
table. The number in brackets after the patient numbers, specify how many patients in each group were
rescanned.
Pt group Dose [Gy] # Fx # Patients (rescan) Comments

Breast 50 25 7 (1) Incl. loco-regional LN

Breast 40 15 3 (0) Breast only

Lung 66 33 10 (9)

9 (4) CT 8 incl. elective LNProstate 78 39 9 (3) MRCAT All incl. elective LN

1 (1) CTProstate 70 35 1 (0) MRCAT Salvage treatment

Anal 60 30 1 (1) CT

3 (1) CTAnal 60.2 28 4 (0) MRCAT Incl. elective LN

4 (1) CTRectal 62 28 3 (0) MRCAT WW2 protocol [34,35]

2 (0) CTRectal 50.4 28 3 (0) MRCAT Incl. elective LN
Table 3
CBCT acquisition protocols used on the XVI 5.0 system. The S20 collimator corresponds to a reconstructed FOV of Ø27 cm,
while M20 and L20 have Ø41 cm and Ø50 cm. The cranio-caudal extent of all scans used is 27 cm. It is noted that one breast
patient was scanned using the lung preset, due to bilateral treatment which could not be visualized with the small FOV of
the breast preset.
Preset Coll Filter mA ms Frames Rotation

(IEC61217)
# Patients

Breast S20 F0 10 10 200 153°–310° or
180.1°–23°

9

Lung M20 F1 25 40 330 180.1°–179.9° 11

Pelvis S20 F1 25 40 200 337°–179.9° 39

Large L20 F1 25 32 600 180.1°–179.9° 1
Fig. 1. Example of slices in a lung cancer patient’s planning CT (a), clinical CBCT (b), corrected CBCT (corrCBCT, c) and virtual CT (vCT, d). The red tumor delineation from the
planning CT is rigidly transferred to the other images, where substantial tumor shrinkage is visible in the patient’s right lung. The blue area on the clinical CBCT indicates the
area outside FOV which is copied from the planning CT when creating the corrCBCT and vCT images.
159
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Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the image processing involved in creating the three image sets used for dose recalculation. Rectangular boxes are image sets, while diamonds are
processing steps. Dashed lines indicate that an image set is used as reference in DIR.
2.4. Virtual CT (vCT)

The vCT images are designed to preserve HU values from the pCT,
while using the anatomy of the clinical CBCT. This is achieved by first
using a provided DIR to deform the pCT to the clinical CBCT image.
Edge effects are avoided by using a Focus ROI while calculating the
DIR, and a smooth transition from the CBCT anatomy to the planning
CT anatomy is applied towards the boundary of the CBCT FOV.

To preserve local anatomical changes such as bowel gas, pleural
effusion or other changes which manifest as large changes in density
locally (𝛥𝜌 > 0.3 g∕cm3), such regions are masked automatically by the
algorithm creating the vCT. Instead of using the HU from the pCT in
these regions, values from the corrCBCT image is used directly. This
correction is only performed where one image (pCT or clinical CBCT)
has a low density region (𝜌 < 0.6 g∕cm3), to avoid duplicating bone or
other high-density structures. An example of this use of the corrCBCT
values is shown at the very edge of the tumor and at the boundary
between lung and mediastinum in Fig. 1(d).

2.5. Reference CT (refCT)

Whenever a rCT was available, this was used as the gold standard
image for the dose calculation on same day CBCT. If no rCT was
available, the pCT was used instead, with the first fraction CBCT as
the most similar CBCT image. DIR was performed to minimize residual
anatomical variations, using the corrCBCT as reference. The deformed
CT image will be referred to as the reference CT (refCT).

2.6. Dose evaluation

Dose distributions on the three image sets per patient were com-
pared using 2%/2mm gamma analysis with the refCT based dose as
reference (gold standard). The prescribed dose was used as global
reference dose, with a 10% threshold as low dose cut-off.

To compare metrics relevant for clinical evaluations in relation
to ART, D98%, D50%, and D2% was calculated for all target structures
and organs at risk (OAR) receiving more than 0.1Gy to 98% of the
ROI volume. The target structures were rigidly copied from the pCT
to the clinical CBCT image, while OAR delineations were deformably
propagated to mimic a clinical workflow. No manual edits of the
contours were performed in the present work. From the clinical CBCT
image, all ROIs were rigidly copied to the corrCBCT, vCT and refCT
image sets, to ensure that doses were compared in the same geometrical
regions of the images.

Gamma analysis and dose difference calculations were performed in
Matlab 2015a (MathWorks, Massachusetts, USA).
160
Fig. 3. Gamma 2%/2mm pass rates for all patient groups. Pass rates for vCT images
are significantly higher than for the corrCBCT for all patient groups except lung.

2.6.1. Clinical acceptance levels
To determine the clinically acceptable dose variations between the

CBCT and refCT based dose calculations, we had an internal discussion
between two consultant oncologists and two medical physicists at Vejle
Hospital. Consensus was established at gamma 2%/2mm pass rates
above 97%, and dose metric differences of less than ±1Gy or ±1% being
fully acceptable for clinical applications.

2.7. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed in Matlab 2015a using Wilcoxon
signed rank tests for paired comparisons of gamma pass rates achieved
on the image sets.

The two one-sided test of equivalence for paired samples (TOST-
P) was used with equivalence intervals of ±1Gy or ±1% [38–40]
to determine if the CBCT-based dose metrics are equivalent to the
CT-based dose metrics. The relative dose comparison within ±1% is
calculated relative to the CT-based dose metric.

Results are considered significant if 𝑝 < 0.05.

3. Results

Plots of gamma 2%/2mm pass rates for all patient groups are shown
in Fig. 3. All pass rates were observed higher than 98%, except for two
outliers in the corrCBCT of the breast group. These outliers still have
pass rates above 93%. For all patients but the two breast outliers, the
gamma pass rates are higher than the clinical acceptance level of 97%,
and thus considered acceptable for clinical use of both algorithms.
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Fig. 4. Combined corrCBCT and vCT dose difference metrics for breast patients. The top row shows the absolute dose difference, while the bottom row shows relative difference. A
purple asterisk indicates that the relative metrics are NOT equivalent in the TOST-P test (equivalence bounds are shown as grey area). For the target ROIs, LN denotes periclavicular
lymph nodes, while IMN denotes internal mammary nodes. Breast denotes both breast and chest wall targets.
Fig. 5. Combined corrCBCT and vCT dose difference metrics for the lung patients. The top row shows the absolute dose difference, while the bottom row shows relative difference.
A purple asterisk indicates that the relative metrics are NOT equivalent in the TOST-P test (equivalence bounds are shown as grey area). For targets, p denotes tumors in the lung,
while n denotes nodal targets. Lungs are the sum of both lungs, excluding all GTVs. Spinal Cord D98% is not shown, as doses were less than the threshold of 0.1Gy.
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Comparing the corrCBCT to vCT pass rates, the dosimetric accuracy
s significantly improved on the vCT images compared to the corrCBCT,
or all patient groups except lung. While statistically significant, the dif-
erence between median pass rate remains no higher than 0.2%-points
or all patient groups.

Dose metric results were found highly similar across the corrCBCT
nd vCT images regardless of patient group. Therefore, dose difference
etrics for pooled corrCBCT and vCT images are shown in Figs. 4–7.
161

w

ose metrics for the individual CBCT-based calculation methods are
hown in the supplementary material, Figures S.1–S.12.

For all pelvic patients, doses are found equivalent within ±1Gy and
1% for all metrics considered on both the corrCBCT and vCT images.
his applies both when analysing corrCBCT and vCT results alone and

n pooled analysis.
In the thoracic group, all absolute dose metrics are equivalent

ithin ±1Gy, while several of the relative dose differences are found
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Fig. 6. Combined corrCBCT and vCT dose difference metrics for all prostate patients (CT and MRCAT). The top row shows the absolute dose difference, while the bottom row
shows relative difference. All metrics are equivalent in the TOST-P test (equivalence bounds are shown as grey area). For the target ROIs, p denotes the prostate, p_SV the seminal
vesicles, and n denotes the elective lymph node target.
Fig. 7. Combined corrCBCT and vCT dose difference metrics for all anal/rectal patients (CT and MRCAT). The top row shows the absolute dose difference, while the bottom row
hows relative difference. All metrics are equivalent in the TOST-P test (equivalence bounds are shown as grey area). For the target ROIs, p denotes the tumor and positive lymph
odes, while n denotes the elective lymph node target. Note one outlier outside the plot axis range (indicated by a marker and label).
ot to be equivalent within the ±1% limit. The lack of equivalence is
ainly found among ROIs located in steep dose gradients, and the me-
162
dian values of the dose differences remain well within the equivalence
bounds.
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4. Discussion

This work shows excellent dosimetric performance of the corrCBCT
and vCT images for all patient groups treated with curative intent at
Vejle Hospital. All gamma 2%/2mm pass rates are above the acceptance
evel of 97%, except two outliers in the breast corrCBCT group. One of
hese outliers is due to imperfect DIR, and another due to incorrect
ensity assignment of lung tissue. The difference in lung density trans-
ates into a too high median dose calculated to the internal mammary
ode target, but when looking at the dose and density distributions, the
rror is quite easy to identify. The outlier due to residual anatomical
ismatch after DIR shows an interesting difference between the two
ethods, where the vCT retains a high gamma pass rate (2%/2mm pass
99%, as opposed to corrCBCT pass rate of 94%). With the clinical

BCT as anatomical ground truth of the daily anatomy, given that
U assignment is correct in the corrCBCT, the corrCBCT based dose
alculation is likely the dose distribution closest to what the patient
eceived on that fraction. Such a case underlines the importance of
areful DIR inspection, particularly with the vCT images which may
ot reveal that the anatomy does not fully match the clinical CBCT.

Comparisons of dose metrics (D98%, D50%, and D2%) showed equiv-
lence for all ROIs in the pelvic groups, when comparing absolute as
ell as relative dose differences. In the thoracic groups, all dose met-

ics were found equivalent within ±1Gy, but the relative comparison
evealed that not all ROI dose metrics could be considered equivalent
ithin ±1%. In particular, challenges were observed for ROIs close to

he interface between lung and soft tissue, as well as for ROIs located
n steep dose gradients (i.e. the heart or esophagus). When re-testing
or equivalence within ±2.5%, all ROIs were equivalent except the
orrCBCT ipsilateral lung D50% of the breast patients. Thus, the two
ethods are considered clinically acceptable for all pelvic cases, and for

he thoracic patients, both algorithms are still sufficiently accurate to
uide the decision for plan adaptation, when these specific limitations
re kept in mind.

To illustrate the observed differences between the refCT and CBCT-
ased dose calculations, a worst-case breast patient is shown in Fig. 8.
his particular case was a VMAT treatment plan towards the right chest
all, periclavicular and internal mammary (IMN) lymph nodes, where

he left breast had previously been irradiated. To avoid overlap with
revious treatment fields, a steep gradient was prioritized at the edge
f the IMN target, thus leading to a treatment plan highly sensitive to
natomical variations which explains the discrepancy in dose to the
MN target. Similar worst-case examples are shown for the remaining
natomical sites in the supplementary material (Figures S.13–S.15).

Previous studies on CBCT-based dose calculation have demonstrated
verage gamma 2%/2mm pass rates of 94% for thoracic patients
nd 98.4% for pelvic patients on CBCT images from the Varian Hal-
yon/Ethos system [26]. Thing et al. showed 98% pass rates or higher
or lung patients scanned on the Elekta XVI system [17], and Fotina
t al. have reported gamma 3%/3mm pass rates above 98% for pelvic
atients and 95% for thoracic patients [16]. The present study shows
imilar or improved gamma pass rates to these results. Dose metrics
ave been reported in additional studies, with de Smet et al. showing
-3% difference for ROI metrics in lung patients scanned on the
lekta XVI system [41]. Kaplan et al. reported 4% dose variations on
alibrated Varian OBI CBCTs [11], and this result has recently been
pdated to 1% dose differences for thoracic and pelvic patients [12].
his is also the case for a recent study on synthetic CT generation based
n deep learning [42], where the results of this study compares or
xceeds the dose calculation accuracy reported by Eckl et al.

The main drawback of the evaluated algorithms, is that both meth-
ds rely on a pCT being available for each patient (either a real or
ynthetic CT). On the other hand, both synthetic images can be created
n about 10 s, the algorithms handle limited FOV data, and no algorithm
raining is required. While we only tested the corrCBCT and vCT algo-
163

ithms on CBCT images from the Elekta XVI system, the methods should R
ork on CBCTs from any system. It is well established that accurate
ose calculations is more challenging on Elekta XVI images compared
o Varian OBI images [41], and with the explainable algorithms, it is
ikely that the dosimetric performance will be at least similar for CBCT
mages from other systems.

The corrCBCT images may retain some low-frequency image arte-
acts, and streaking and image noise will not be removed by the
lgorithm. What the corrCBCT algorithm does provide, is images that
re anatomically correct, calibrated to the HU-to-density curve of the
CT image, and where residual artefacts are visually apparent. The
orrCBCT image is also robust towards large anatomical changes, as
ell as the quality of the DIR. Initial investigations by two of the
uthors (R. Nilsson and S. Andersson) show that the corrCBCT images
ight work well with automatic contouring algorithms, but a full

linical evaluation of the contouring accuracy on corrCBCT images has
ot yet been performed.

The vCT algorithm provides images with pCT-like image quality,
hile ensuring that low-density regions appearing or disappearing in

he CBCT (compared to the pCT) are represented in the vCT as they
ere on the CBCT. The vCT images rely heavily on the accuracy of

he DIR, and anatomical errors of the vCT compared to the underlying
BCT may be very difficult to identify. Therefore, contouring on the
CT is discouraged.

The corrCBCT and vCT images were created based on a standardized
orkflow, where only the DIR had to be carefully inspected — all other

teps were fully scripted without individual inputs for each patient. The
ime required to produce the corrCBCT and vCT images and perform
ose calculation on these images were no more than three minutes,
rom the point where a clinical CBCT image had just been imported
o the TPS. We believe that the dosimetric performance and efficient
orkflow will allow the tools to become part of a routine workflow

or ART, where all patients could have weekly (or daily) plan recalcu-
ations performed to help ensure that optimal treatment is provided.
n case of anatomical changes observed on the CBCT images used for
GRT, the algorithms allow fast verification of the dose delivered, and
hould thus ensure that only patients who need a plan adaptation will
e re-scanned. While the present study only includes 10 patients in each
roup investigated, the high dosimetric accuracy is promising for a full
cale clinical implementation for offline dose recalculation. During clin-
cal implementation, each case should of course be carefully inspected
o ensure that eventual unexpected behaviour of the algorithms will be
dentified for patients differing in anatomy, target shape and location
tc. from the studied cohort. Whether the corrCBCT and vCT images
re suitable for manual contouring and plan re-optimization remains
o be investigated.

. Conclusion

High dosimetric accuracy of the algorithms for corrected CBCT and
irtual CT implemented in RayStation have been shown for all patient
roups treated with curative intent at Vejle Hospital. Both algorithms
ave been shown to work with traditional CT as well as MR-based
ynthetic CTs used for treatment planning. We consider the accuracy
f both methods sufficient for clinical implementation, and we are
urrently planning a study to investigate if weekly CBCT-based dose
alculation for all patients will change the way we perform adaptive
adiotherapy in Vejle.
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Fig. 8. Example images (a–c) and DVH curves of a breast patient, with large dose deviations to the IMN target. In the DVH curves, solid lines represent the refCT dose distributions,
while dotted and dashed lines show the corrCBCT and vCT doses, respectively. CTVs have been omitted to improve readability, and the variation is similar or less than the variation
of the PTV curves. ROI colours in the DVH plot matches ROI colours in the example images. Window/Level is set to 1600/-600 HU for all images.
Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online
at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejmp.2022.10.012.
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